Introduction
Vibrational spectroscopic techniques, both Raman and Infrared absorption, have significant potential in the field of biomedical analysis, as they can give spatially resolved biochemical information without the use of extrinsic labels and without being invasive or destructive to the system studied. Both techniques are truly labelfree, since the inherent vibrational signature of the biochemistry of the cell or tissue is being observed 1 . In the past, many studies have been carried out using either Raman or Fourier Transform Infrared absorption (FTIR) spectroscopy to classify tissue with a view to disease diagnosis. Some of the tissue types examined by various groups include cervical 2, 3 skin 47 ,lung 8, 9 , brain 10 , oesophagus 11, 12 , colon 13 , prostate 14 , nasopharynx 15 , larynx 16 oral 17 , breast 18, 19 , liver 20 . However, although often referred to as complementary techniques, Raman and FTIR spectroscopy are based on very different fundamental physical phenomena, and thus present different relative advantages and disadvantages, and indeed technical challenges to their clinical implementation.
Raman spectroscopy, a scattering technique, measures the shift of frequency as a result of the exchange of energy between the incident photon and the material vibrations (or rotations). As such, it can occur nonresonantly and can be measured across the spectral range, although it is most commonly measured in the UV, visible and NIR regions. IR spectroscopy relies on the direct absorption of light as a result of transitions between vibrational (or rotational) states and thus must be carried out in the (usually mid) IR region of the spectrum. Whereas the IR electric dipole transitions rely on the change in the average dipole moment of the vibration as a result of the transition, Raman scattering relies on a nonzero change in the average polarisability. IR cross sections therefore tend to be strongest in asymmetric polar moieties, whereas Raman cross sections tend to be strong for symmetric, electron rich moieties. Water is therefore a very strong IR absorber but is relatively a weak Raman scatterer, which suggests Raman as the technique of choice for in vivo applications. The fundamental differences also lead to distinct technological considerations in the application of the two techniques. Raman is an inherently weak technique, and profiling large areas by point to point mapping of signals acquired over (often) tens of seconds is time consuming. Recently developed multidetector arrays for FTIR microscopy allow true imaging of large surface areas in minutes. However, as it operates in the UV, visible and NIR regions, Raman intrinsically offers sub micrometer spatial resolution in air, whereas the diffraction limit for FTIR is wavelength limited to 510mm. Raman spectroscopy is therefore the technique of preference for subcellular profiling 2124 , whereas FTIR is more suitable for large area profiling 25, 26 . More recent advances in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) microscopic imaging offer the potential of FTIR spatial resolution comparable to that of optical wavelengths, however 27, 28 . In each case, the spectral resolution is determined by the instrument used.
Common benchtop FTIR spectrometers have a variable resolution, of 0.532cm 1 , determined by the path length difference of the interfering beams, in turn determined by the distance travelled by the moving mirror. For gas phase work, off the shelf high resolution instruments can routinely go to 0.0009 cm 1 . Dispersive Raman spectrometers have spectral dispersion, determined by the diffraction grating, spectrometer length and the pixel size of the detector array, of ~ 120cm 1 per pixel, but can be as low as 0.25cm 1 in some commercial instruments.
Independent of the technologies, both Raman and FTIR spectroscopic analyses of physically and chemically inhomogeneous biosamples suffer from significant effects which can obscure or distort the spectral data. As Raman scattering is a weak effect, and commonly measured on the Stokes (longer wavelength) side of the excitation wavelength, any fluorescence from the sample can completely swamp the Raman spectrum. Even in nonabsorbing (and therefore nonfluorescent) samples, a significant background can arise due to stray light from noncollimated elastic scattering of the source laser or the Raman bands themselves 29 .
Operating at the longer wavelengths of the NIR can alleviate both effects, and, in immersion, the fluid acts as an optical clearing fluid reducing the scattering background to almost zero 23 . For live cell analysis, it has been shown that measurement in immersion of cells grown in a collagen matrix effectively reduces the background and substrate contributions to that of water, greatly simplifying preprocessing routines and increasing confidence in the data to be analysed. FTIR spectroscopy of cells and tissues has been plagued by the socalled "dispersion artefact" for a number of years 3033 .
More recently it has been demonstrated that the effects, which can give rise to a broad undulating background and a distortion of the absorption bands, most characteristically the amide I band, have origin in the resonant reflection 34 and scattering 35 contributions to the measured absorption, in either transmission or transflection mode. In order to correct for the dispersion artefacts, the extended multiplicative scattering correction (EMSC) has been further evolved 36 such that routine measurements can be preprocessed to data which truly reflect the biochemical variations of the sample.
Technological and data processing advances for both Raman and FTIR spectroscopy in recent years have therefore enhanced the suitability for each in biomedical screening applications as well as the confidence in the data produced. Many groups have explored the applications of the two techniques in parallel, but there are few studies which directly compare the performance of the two techniques on the same samples. In this study, both techniques will be employed to explore the biochemical profiling of the same human skin tissue sections. The results are compared and contrasted in terms of the spatial and spectral information obtained. Generally, it is well accepted that Raman provides better spatial and spectral resolution than IR, in common commercially available systems. However, few studies have been performed on the same samples to directly compare the performance. Although the differences in the results are often ascribed to instrumental or technical limitations, this study demonstrates that, at comparable spatial and spectral resolution, Raman provides significantly richer spectral information and better spatial differentiation of the tissue structure, indicating the importance of the differences in the fundamental physical principles of the techniques.
Materials and Methods

Tissue samples
Human skin tissue was provided through the Anatomical Gift Programme of the Royal College 
Raman Instrumentation
A Horiba JobinYvon LabRAM HR800 spectrometer with an external 300 mW diode laser operating at 785 nm as source was used throughout this work. For the measurements, a x100 immersion objective (LUMPlanF1, Olympus) was employed, providing a spot size of ~1 mm at the sample. The confocal hole was set at 100 μm for all measurements, the specified setting for confocal operation. The system was spectrally calibrated to the 520.7 cm 1 spectral line of silicon. The LabRAM system is a confocal spectrometer that contains two interchangeable gratings (300 and 900 lines/mm respectively). In the following experiments, the 300 lines/mm grating was used, giving a spectral dispersion of ~1.5 cm 1 per pixel. The detector used was a 16 bit dynamic range Peltier cooled CCD detector. A step size of 2 mm was employed for tissue mapping.
Tissue samples were measured under water immersion to minimise the spectral background 23 , and spectra were recorded using the immersion objective. Once all spectra were acquired, a background of substrate measured under identical conditions was subtracted. Minimal baseline correction, smoothing and normalization were also performed in order to improve the quality of the acquired spectra.
Data analysis
The different data analysis steps were performed using Matlab (Mathworks, USA). The resonant
Mie scattering correction algorithm (RMieSEMSC) was employed to remove scattering effects 34, 35, 37, 38 , as has been successfully demonstrated in a number of studies 39, 40 . μm, Upper range of the scattering particle radius: 8 μm, lower range of scattering particle average refractive index: 1.1, and upper range of scattering particle average refractive index: 1.5.
After correction, Kmeans cluster analysis (KMCA) was employed to analyse the spectral variations in the tissue. It is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that solves the well known clustering problem and is often used for spectral image analysis 41 , In general, clustering is the partitioning of a data set into subsets (clusters) so that the differences between the data within each cluster are minimized and the differences between clusters are maximized according to some defined distance measure. Using KMCA, the large amount of data in a spectral map can be reduced to mean spectra and the spatial distribution can easily be visualised.
The spectral data were used as inputs to KMCA. The clustering analysis algorithm was used to find groups of spectra with similar spectral characteristics (clusters), each one representing regions of the image with similar biochemical profiles.
KMCA can be used for the identification of different structures and classification of tumoral regions in tissue sections by Raman and FTIR spectroscopy 42, 43 . However, for the analysis of the spectral response of the tissue sections, the spectra recorded on the edge of the tissue exhibit a high degree of variability due to the transition from the outer layer of tissue to the substrate.
After the cluster analysis, the variability between these spectra can interfere with the analysis, resulting in the creation of new clusters. Thus, in order to the best visualize the different structures existing within the tissue; the number of clusters was increased to 5 to yield the best reproducibility. In this way, the variability in the spectra obtained at the edge of the tissue is contained in different clusters and does not interfere with the identification of different structures present in the tissue. After analysis, the spectra were assigned to the 5 different groups according to their similarities and a colour attributed to each cluster. False colour maps were constructed representing the partition of the different clusters in the tissue. Figure 1A shows an optical microscopic image of a dewaxed human hand skin section of 20 mm thickness. Within the region isolated within the overlaid square, the optical image appears to have a layered structure, with a more complex morphology in the lower left quadrant. Figure 1B shows a map of the mean FTIR spectral absorbance, mapped in the same region using the transmission microscopic mode of the Spotlight 400N. In both X and Y directions, the pixel size is 6.25mm, and thus the image size is 250 mm x 181 mm. Total acquisition time was ~5hrs. Figure   1C shows the corresponding KMCA map of the spectral data and the mean spectra of clusters 5, 3 and 1 are shown in figure 2A . Cluster 2 and 4 represent the image background and cluster 1 and 3 are identical in spectral profile and similar in spatial distribution. Notably, the cluster mean spectra are characteristically distorted 35 , showing a sloping baseline between 2000 and 4000 cm 1 and a more pronounced decrease in intensity on the higher wavenumber side of the amide I band at ~1645 cm 1 . The broad variation of the baseline has been associated with classic (non resonant) Mie scattering, while the pronounced dip in absorbance at ~1724 cm 1 is predominantly due to resonant scattering and/or reflection 34, 35 . The spectral data set were therefore preprocessed using the RMieSEMSC correction algorithm, using Matrigel as reference, and 20
Results
Human skin tissue sections
iterations, a process which took ~9hrs. The KMCA map of the preprocessed data is shown in Figure 1D , while the mean cluster spectra are shown in Figure 2B (fingerprint region only in Figure 2C ). In addition to recovering an almost flat baseline, the RMieSEMSC correction has removed the distortion of the amide I band. In all following sections, all FTIR spectral data sets were subject to correction using the RMie -EMSC scattering correction using 20 iterations.
Having removed the spectral distortions of the socalled "dispersion artefacts", the KMCA map of Figure 1D should represent the biochemical profile of the skin tissue section. Cluster 2 and 5 contain no biological features and are spatially associated with the substrate and are therefore not plotted. The mean spectrum of Cluster 3, plotted in Figure 2B (i) appears to represent a biological profile, but comparison of Figure 1D with the average absorbance map of Figure 1B shows that cluster 3 maps a region of low absorbance at the edge of the tissue section and thus should be considered as an edge effect rather than a distinct layer of the tissue section. The biochemical profile is therefore represented by clusters 1, plotted in Figure 2B (ii) and 4, plotted in Figure 2B (iii) and the distinct layers are associated with the epidermal and dermal layers.
Qualitatively, the character of the CH 2 and CH 3 bands between 2800 cm 1 FTIR spectroscopic microscopy can therefore successfully differentiate the layer structure of the skin section based on the biochemical signatures. In comparison, however, Raman spectroscopy provides a much clearer demarkation of the layer structure of skin tissue and significantly more spectral information. Figure 3A shows an optical microscopic image of a similar 20 mm thick dewaxed human hand tissue section. Again a layered morphology is apparent. Figure 3B 
Epiderm skin model
The structure of the EpiDerm skin model is similar to natural skin. Notably, it does not contain a melanin rich basal layer, which presents the advantage that its fluorescence will not interfere with the Raman spectra, and the pure Raman profile of the epidermis can be revealed. Figure 4A shows an optical microscopic image of the dewaxed model skin section of 20 mm thickness. As for the human skin section, three different regions are visually apparent, the dermis at the bottom and the stratum corneum at the top, separated by the basal layer. Spectroscopically, these three regions are quite distinguishable, as illustrated by the KMCA mean spectra of figures 4B, taken within the subsection of figure 4A indicated by the black rectangle. Figure 4C indicates that keratin in the human stratum corneum adopts predominantly and αhelical conformation 47, 48 . The contributions of lipids are normally observed at 1061cm 1 , 1128 cm 1 and 1 46 but due to tissue processing (formalin fixation, paraffinembedding) and dewaxing, lipids are largely removed from the samples 44 . The spectrum of the intermediate layer in figure 4C (ii) contains additional bands which are characteristic of DNA. In the case of FTIR analysis of the skin, while the epidermis and dermis are clearly differentiated, no subclassification of the epidermis is achieved. In general, in comparison to the Raman spectra of human skin, the FTIR spectra are lacking in detail. Further subclustering of the epidermal regions provided no further differentiation of the layer structure. FTIR images were take using a spatial resolution of 6.25 mm x 6.25 mm and a spectral resolution of 4cm 1 , and clearly the superior spatial and spectral resolution of the Raman measurements provide better spatial and spectral definition of the structure of the tissue section.
ATR Imaging of human skin sections
A fundamental difference between Raman and IR spectroscopic microscopy is the lateral spatial resolution, determined by the diffraction limit at the wavelengths employed, as well as the imaging optics. For visible sources commonly employed in Raman spectroscopy (wavelength ~0.5 mm), this implies a spot size as low as 1 mm diameter is easily attainable. In the midIR (wavelength ~510 mm), aperture spot sizes of 6.25 mm are typical with benchtop instruments.
Using Focal Plane Arrays, with individual pixel sizes of smaller than the diffraction limit (~ 4 mm), oversampling has been shown to improve the resolution somewhat 52 . As the layer thicknesses in skin are of the order of tens of microns, at such spatial resolution, differentation between the sublayers of the epithelium is quite impossible. KMCA maps of human skin in figures 1C and 1D confirm that conventional IR spectroscopic microscopy cannot map the biochemical variations within the epidermal layer of the skin.
The spatial resolution is also governed by the Numerical Aperture of the delivery objective, which can be significantly increased in FTIR microscopy through use of an ATR objective 27, 28 .
Using a high refractive index element such as germanium, a spatial resolution of down to 1.56 μm x 1.56 μm can be achieved in ATR mode 53 . Figure 6A shows an optical microscopic image of a dewaxed hand tissue section obtained using a germanium ATR objective with spatial resolution of 1.56 mm. Figure 6B shows the average IR absorption map using a spectral resolution of 8cm 1 , whereas Figure 6C shows the KMCA map.
Each pixel corresponds to 1.56 mm a 1.56 mm and the overall map area to 195 mm x 89 mm.
Mapping time was 6 hours, and the RMieSEMSC preprocessing took ~ 60 hours. KMCA cluster analysis of the FTIRATR map identifies a ~20mm thick epidermal layer, and the underlying dermal layer ( Figure 6C ). As before, these latter two regions are spectroscopically quite distinguishable, as illustrated by the Kmeans cluster spectra of figures 6D and 6E (fingerprint region only). Similar differences to those observed in Figure 2B are observed in the lipidic peaks in the high frquency range between 2800 cm 1 and 3000 cm 1 and characteristic collagen peaks can be identified in the fingerprint region. Notably, at the higher spatial resolution no superficial "edge" layer is identified, representing an improvement over free space microscopic imaging. However, no further differentiation of the epidermal substructures is obtainable.
ATRFTIR imaging therefore represents a somewhat improved approach that can allow for the study of morphology and biochemical composition of the skin layers in comparsion to FTIR in transmission mode. However, although the spatial resolution of 1.56mm is close to that of the Raman measurement, the level of spectral detail in Figure 6D remains significantly less than that achieved using Raman, as shown for example in Figure 3C . Notably, in the measurement represented in figure 6 , the spectral resolution was reduced to 8cm 1 , to reduce the sampling time over the larger tissue area. A better comparison between the performance of ATRFTIR and Raman is shown by the maps in figure 7 , for which a spectral resolution of 2cm 1 was employed.
The two layered structure is again apparent, and the epidermal and dermal clusters are spectroscopically distinct. However, even with a spatial and spectral resolution approaching that of Raman, the ATRFTIR KMCA cluster spectra are rather similar, and although spectral differnces can be observed, the spectral detail is low compared to Raman and not significantly enhanced compared to the lower resolution measurement of figure 6.
Discussion
Although both techniques are widely explored for analysis of tissue and cells and ultimately biomedical applications, comparison of the spectral mapping of human skin tissue and artificial skin model sections demonstrates clear differences between the performances of Raman and infrared spectroscopy. These differences have origin in part in the supporting technologies, but also in the fundamental principles of operation of the two distinct spectroscopic phenomena.
Clearly, in order to spatially resolve the morphological features of the sample of interest, the spatial resolution of the probe should be higher than the size of the features of interest. Although this is limited by the wavelength employed, for a fixed wavelength (range), significant improvements can be achieved through use of high numerical aperture delivery optics, such as those provided by ATR microscopic objectives. For example, ATRFTIR imaging has been demonstrated capable of mapping the substructures of human hair follicle sections 54 . The improved spatial resolution of the ATRFTIR mode provides a somewhat improved performance in terms of the edge effects, but does not improve the spatial differentiation of the skin layers, based on their differing biochemical characteristics. In particular, ATRFTIR does not provide a differentiation of the sublayers of the epithelium, whereas Raman spectroscopy can clearly differentiate between the SC and the underlying epithelium, and in the absence of melanin in the artificial skin model, can even differentiate the sublayers of the basal layer from the overlying epithelium.
In the current study, as tissue sections were examined, no consideration has been given to penetration depth, and indeed the tissue section thickness was chosen to allow measurements in the transmission mode of FTIR. Ultimately, for in vivo applications, penetration depth is an important consideration, however. In Raman spectroscopy, the penetration depth is largely determined by the choice of wavelength of the source laser, and optimally this can be chosen in the near infrared region where tissue has a transmission window. Absorption is largely governed by that of melanin (stratum basale) or haemoglobin (sub dermis) across the visible, and by the overtones of OH vibrations in the near infra red regions. Scattering is an additional loss mechanism, but the development of Spatially OffSet Raman Spectroscopy 55 , using fibre probe rather than microscope objective delivery and collection optics, has exploited the fact that the signal from the deeper layers is scattered to a greater extent, to improve penetration depth sensitivities. Depth sensitivities of up to several millimeters are now achievable and examples of emerging applications include noninvasive diagnosis of bone disease, cancer and monitoring of glucose levels 56 . As it is intrinsically an absorption technique, however, the penetration depth of FTIR is predominantly limited by the absorption depth in the midIR. For a given sample, this depends on the absorption coefficient at a specific frequency and the density of absorbing medium. The result is that the penetration depth can vary significantly over the spectrum, and, in a physically/chemically inhomogeneous sample, can vary significantly from point to point. This has led to difficulties in interpreting spectra even from single cells, as the nucleus is extremely dense, and almost impenetrable, while the cytoplasm is sparse and relatively transparent 57 . In ATRFTIR, sampling is made by the evanescent wave of the ATR crystal, and is typically of the order of the wavelength 58 , and although absorbances can be linear in thickness for some hundreds of nm 59 , the penetration depth in this mode is limited to some microns.
Notably, the complexity of the mean cluster spectra of FTIR images is very much less than that provided by the similar Raman analysis. The spectral resolution of an FTIR measurement is primarily determined by the optical path difference (OPD) traversed by the interferomenter scan, and is usually descibed by Dn = 1/OPD. In benchtop instruments, for example the Perkin Elmer Spotlight 400N, the limit of resolution of 2cm 1 corresponds to an OPD of 0.5cm. In Raman spectroscopy, the laser source bandwidth is small compared to the resolution determining factors of the dispersion element and the pixel size of the detector. Although a resolution of as low as 0.25cm 1 is achievable with the LabRam HR800 with high dispersion gratings (1800 lines/mm), the 300 lines/mm grating employed for the measurements shown here produces a dispersion of ~1.5cm 1 per pixel, comparable to the 2cm 1 employed for the ATRFTIR measurements of Figure 7 . High Resolution IR spectroscopy is commonly employed for gas phase molecular spectroscopy, and synchrotron sources can allow OPDs of >10m 59 . In this way, bandwidths as low as for example 7x 10 4 cm 1 for the n 18 fundamental band of acrolein have been recorded 60, 61 .
However, while natural spectral bandwidths in the gas phase are broadened principally only by Doppler broadening, in the condensed phase, bandwidths are considerably more perturbed, inhomogeneously, by for example aggregation and other local field effects. Using a resolution of 1.5cm 1 , coupled with a second derivative and curve fitting approach, the Amide I band of lyophilised proteins can be deconvoluted into 67 bands which had band widths of 828cm 1 (
http://www.imbjena.de/ImgLibDoc/ftir/IMAGE_FTIR.html). The substructure of the amide I band yields information on the secondary structure of the proteins. This clearly demonstrates that spectral resolution is not the limiting factor in FTIR analysis of biological samples. Figure 8A shows the equivalent amide I region of the average spectra of ATRFTIR hand skin dermis, taken using 8cm 1 resolution. Notably, with the exception of the lower noise levels, the trace is indistinguishable from that recorded at 2cm 1 resolution ( Figure 8B ). In both cases, although substructure is apparent, resolution enhancement through for example the use of (double) derivatised spectra is required to extract meaningful details. However, in the case of the Raman measurement, taken with the 300 lines/mm grating, yielding a dispersion of ~1.5cm 1 per pixel, the substructure is clearly visible and the as recorded spectra, after baseline correction, can be well fitted with 9 Gaussian/Lorentzian bands which provide detail of the protein secondary were of order ~1hour, whereas the 20 iterations RMIE preprocessing took ~ 60 hours. This could be reduced by using a lower number of iterations and more powerful computation platforms, but it is notable that the point to point Raman map, with considerably higher spatial and spectral information, including data processing, is complete in a substantially lower timescale. IN the case of the FTIR measurements, it should also be noted however that the acquisition and data processing times could be improved by the use of Focal Plane Array systems and improved correction algorithms (see for example Ref [63] ).
Conclusion
In comparing the spectroscopic modalities of Raman and FTIR spectroscopy for the analysis of the human skin, Raman spectroscopy provides significantly richer spectroscopic detail, upon which a clearer demarcation of the biochemistry of the tissue layers can be made, with similar data acquisition times and significantly lower data processing times. Raman clearly differentiates the three different regions, the epidermis at the top, the dermis at the bottom, separated by the combined basal and malpighian layers of the epidermis. In the case of the artificial skin model, it can further differentiate the sub layers of the epithelium. However, FTIR differentiates only the epidermis and the dermis. Improved spectral and spatial resolution do not significantly improve the performance of FTIR, and it is concluded that the intrinsically higher spectral resolution of Raman, as a scattering rather than resonant absorption process, are fundamental to the differing performances. 
